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Assignment# First Language Lesson 

1. Comparative Grammar Structure 

Subject+ Verb+ Object (English)> Subject+ Object+ Verb (Japanese) 

Its most prominent feature is topic creation: Japanese is neither topic-prominent, nor 

subject-prominent; indeed, it is common for sentences to have distinct topics and 

subjects. 

Grammatically, Japanese is an SOV language, with verbs rigidly constrained to the 

sentence final point. 

For example, [we eat apple]>> [we apple eat] 

Japanese has an extensive system of honorific, including various levels of respectful, 

humble, and polite speech. Honorifics in Japanese language are broadly referred to as 

KEIGO (tiDc~B-), "respectful language", and fall under three main languages: sonkeigo 

C~tiDc~, respectful language), kensongo (~H&~B-, modest or humble language) and 

teineigo (T~~fr, polite language). Those type of speech has its own vocabulary and 

verb endings. To be honest, there are a lot of Japanese people who get confused 

between the differences. 

The affirmative sentence follows the structure: 

• NOUN 1 (PARTICLE) 

• NOUN 2 (DESU) 

Desu is a Japanese copula and is used to mean "to be" (is, am, are, etc ... ) 

The particle placed between noun 1 and noun 2 is "wa." 



For example: Watashi wa Susume desu. 

This translates to "I am Susume." (Susume is a Japanese name). 

Rule of thumb: 

l. Desu always comes at the end of a sentence. 

Example: Kore wa pen desu. (This is a pen.) 

2. "Wa" is a subject marker. We always use "wa" to mark the subject of the sentence. 

Example: "Watashi" (I) am the subject, and thus "wa" follows "watashi." 

3. There are no articles such as "a" and "the" in Japanese. 

Let's look at another example of 'desu': 

Watashi wa gakusei desu. 

"I am a student." (Gakusei is the Japanese word for student). 

lchigo-san wa sensei desu. 

"Mr. lchigo is a teacher." (Sensei is the Japanese word for teacher) 
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